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Question 1

Why would you expect a complete graph to have low algorithmic complexity?

A. They are generated by a very simple procedure. 

B. They always have an even number of edges. 

C. The number of nodes and edges are directly related. 

Question 2

Algorithmic (Kolmorogov-Chaitin) complexity is not computable, but can be approximated from above. This means:

A. By averaging upper and lower bounds.

B. You can make an approximation, but it may be higher than the actual value. 

C. You can make an approximation, but it will be lower than the actual value. 

Question 3

An Erdos-Renyi (E-R) graph is:

A. More algorithmically random than one might expect, since the edge density is approximately 0.5 

B. Algorithmically simpler than one might expect, since it is generated by a regular step-by-step process

C. It can be of low or high algorithmic randomness because pseudo-random generators can produce E-R graphs.

Question 4

Popular lossless compression algorithms (such as LZW, gzip, etc) are

A. Close examples to algorithmic complexity because they are procedural

B. Supposedly related to algorithmic complexity but in fact closer to Shannon entropy because they traverse files looking for statistical regularities only.

Question 5

Graph-theoretic measures such as the degree distribution, clustering coefficient, edge density, and community (or modular) structur

examples of: 

A. AID-based measures 

B. Computable measures 

C. Both

Question 6

The CTM uses Turing machines because: 

A. They are the simplest way to understand binary strings and programs.

B. It does not matter what model is used even if it is not Turing-universal because it means we can cover the space of all computer programs no matter how 

our computing model 

C. Turing machines can emulate any other Turing-complete model, including cellular automata or neural networks. Thus, the model is irrelevant as it can em

other computer model. However, the Turing model is precise and widely used.



Question 7

In a very general sense, the Coding Theorem Method (CTM):

A. Runs a large set of programs on a Universal Turing machine and sees what strings are produced. The frequency of seeing each string, out of this set, is C

rough estimation of the algorithmic probability of s.

B. Runs all possible computer programs up to a certain size based on the Turing machine formalism and sees what kinds of strings they skip. CTM(s) is the 

times that a program does not produce that string. 

Question 8

We cannot exactly compute the algorithmic (Kolmogorov-Chaitin) complexity because of the halting problem. How can we get around

A. By running small computer programs and use the Busy Beaver values or make educated choices for running times.

C. Only use it on the simplest programs. 

Question 9

There are two ways we avoid the Halting problem with using CTM. The first way is an approximation where: 

A. We avoid using arbitrary-size Turing machines to run programs and instead use Turing machines up to a certain size. 

B. Programs are too large in general to run all the way, so we only run each program for a random number of steps. 

Question 10

The second way we avoid the Halting problem is the following: When we run a program, we are never sure if the program is finished 

because we can’t guess how long it will run until it halts. So...

A. We run the program after a fixed number of time steps larger than the Busy Beaver values and if it is not done by then, we skip it because we know it will 

B. We calculate all Busy Beaver programs beforehand and say that if the program is running longer than the Busy Beaver equivalent, it will never stop. 



Question 11

In the simplest description of the algorithmic (Kolmorogov-Chaitin) complexity K(s) = min{ |p| | U(p) = s}, what do the following rough

(1)

|p|: 

A. The number of programs we are going to explore 

B. The average size of all programs we are going to explore 

C. The size of the program p

(2)

U(p): 

A. A machine U that only accepts p 

B. A universal Turing machine U that is running p 

C. A universal Turing machine p that produced U as its final output 

(3)

s:

A. The output of U(p)

B. The input for the program p 

C. A substring of the longest possible string p can produce 

(4)

Min: 

A. We only use the smallest program that satisfies this, which is much like Ockham’s razor 

B. We take the local minimum length of all possible outputs of Turing machine U running p 

C. Only use the programs that create the minimal number of unique strings 

Question 12

What is the Block Decomposition Method in a nutshell? 

A. Square-like patterns in matrices are approximated under simple programs and can be thrown out. 

B. It takes various similar parts of a string and calculates all the possible programs that could have produced any similar string. 

C. If we have large objects, we can break them down into smaller ones, then calculate the CTM for each piece and add the resulting values in a clever way. 

Question 13

If p refers to the input of the universal Turing machine U (i.e. the initial tape) then shouldn't a realistic estimate of the Universal Dist

m(s) include runs of the machines in (t,k) with t the number of states and k the number symbols, with non-empty initial tapes? 

A. Yes, because otherwise the Universal Distribution would be incomplete 

B. No, because Turing et al. showed as part of his universality results that one can hardcode any input in the transition table of a Turing machine effectively s

software and hardware can be exchanged so running all Turing machines with empty input eventually also covers all Turing machines with some input. 



Question 14

Why is CTM very difficult for large strings? 

A. Because the entropy values are very high for large strings and calculating the compression for each long string starts to take a long time. 

B. Because to explore all possible programs up to a certain size that outputs a large string would take thousands of years. 

Question 15

The 2D adjacency matrix of a graph can be made from a native 2D complexity measure based on: 

A. A 1D Turing Machine 

B. A 2D Turing Machine 

C. A 3D Turing Machine 

Question 16

When we apply CTM and BDM methods to graphs, what graph representation do we apply them to? 

A. The edge weight distribution 

B. The degree distribution 

C. The adjacency matrix (but ultimately it does not matter which representation because of the Invariance theorem)

Question 17

Recall the (re)programmability curve for edge perturbation. Why is it asymmetric? 

A. Simple networks are more sensitive to edge perturbation than random networks 

B. This is the result of approximating using CTM and BDM approximations on Turing machines up to a certain size, instead of Universal Turing machines.

C. This is completely unknown and is a current part of active research.

Question 18

If two gliders in the Game of Life collide and annihilate each other, we would expect the complexity of such a collision to: 

A. Decrease while the gliders are moving towards each other, then increase during collision, and then go negative after the collision.

B. Stay constantly non-zero before the collision, then some change in value during the collision, and then basically zero after the collision.

C. Continuously increase

Question 19

A graph with nodes and edges that can both move the graph towards or away from randomness after their removal is: 

A. Likely complex (perhaps critical if elements move the graph drastically)

B. Certainly random

C. Absolutely simple



Question 20

Based on what you know about algorithmic complexity, do you expect a graph’s complexity to change when you relabel the graph's no

labels are not important?

B. Yes, since the labels are different then the underlying structure is different.

C. No, since the generating mechanism behind the graph is the same no matter what the labels are as long as the enumeration scheme of the labels are com

meaning that one can produce any relabeling algorithmically.

Question 21

In a graph, we can remove an edge or a node to see if the change makes the graph more or less algorithmically random. If a graph is

entirely of nodes whose removal is neutral to the complexity of the resulting graph, and edges whose removal moves the graph towa

randomness, then the graph is: 

A. Complex

B. Simple

C. Random

Question 22

In a graph, we can remove an edge or a node to see if the change makes the graph more or less algorithmically random. If a graph is

entirely of nodes and edges whose removal is neutral with respect to the complexity of the original graph, then the graph algorithmic

is likely: 

A. Complex or critical

B. Only simple

C. Completely random or very simple

Question 23

If a string is truly algorithmically random, then changing part of the string (like changing a 1 to a 0) will make the string: 

A. More random

B. Less random

C. Neither more nor less random

Question 24

We expect fully connected graphs and fully disconnected graphs to be: 

A. Algorithmically simple as possible 

B. Algorithmically complex, depending on the number of nodes 

C. No different from random if the generating mechanism is the same 

Question 25

Do the values for algorithmic complexity change for identical strings if one string was made by a 2D Turing machine and the other by

machine? 

A. No, the ranked correlation turns out to be exactly the same across many different strings 

B. Yes, because the generating mechanism behind each string is different 


